Case-based design (CBD) systems aim to solve a design problem by tailoring previously solved design problems to the current problem. Designers' specifications are used for indexing the knowledge base of the CBD system to retrieve an appropriate design case. Menu-based systems fail to capture designers' specifications effectively due to lack of expressiveness, while natural language systems are too immature to satisfy the goal. This paper presents the development of a graphical user interface (GUI) to implement a mechanical design specification language (MDSL) (Stelling, 1994) used to facilitate indexing in case-based mechanical design. The specification language is context-free and hence computable. It represents mechanical design knowledge in a <feature):(attribute) format suitable for indexing. An augmented transition network (ATN) parser is built using the grammar of the specification language. The parser provides syntactic as well as semantic checks. It also has capabilities to expand grammar and to adapt to a specific user domain. A graphical front end to the parser assists and guides the user through the specification language syntax in entering the design specifications. Provisions have been made to expand or edit the language grammar and vocabulary. The ATN parser was implemented in Common Lisp and the graphical user interface was written using the Gold Hill Windows Toolkit. Sample user interactions with the interface and screen dumps of the GUI are included.
INTRODUCTION
Indexing is a crucial step in the case-based design (CBD) process. Successful utilization of a CBD system in solving a new design problem largely depends on the ability of the system to find an existing case matching the new problem (Pu, 1993) . It is important that the case selected from the knowledge base of a CBD system by the retrieval mechanism be the "best" possible case (Kolodner, 1989) . A case that is not a "best" case will require significant modification and adaptation by the designer utilizing the CBD system, and thus will hamper the system's effectiveness. The selection and retrieval of a relevant and accurate case is thus important and depends upon a good indexing scheme.
Devising an effective indexing scheme requires a considerable aforethought. An indexing scheme utilizes indexing Reprint requests to: Prof. Ibrahim Zeid, Department of Mechanical, Industrial, and Manufacturing Engineering, Northeastern University, 334 Snell Engineering Center, Boston, MA 02115, USA. E-mail: zeid@coe.neu.edu. rules to determine which predictive features of the problem input specifications are to be used for indexing. Features chosen for indexing could be superficial surface features or abstract deep features (Hammond, 1989) . These features need to be extracted carefully from the input specifications.
Problem specifications can be entered by a designer using either of the following methods. One method is to assign values (in the form of ASCII strings) to a predetermined set of features, using a menu-driven system. Case retrieval then can be performed by matching these strings (Bardasz & Zeid, 1993) . This approach is easy to implement but has several drawbacks. First, the designer is restricted to a menu form that he or she has to use to input the problem specifications. The designer thus loses expressiveness. Second, menubased systems fail to capture the meaning and the intent of problem specifications. Menu-based systems are thus not useful for indexing. Another method of input is to use a natural language system (Burke, 1989) . Such a system would understand and interpret input specifications and extract the required design indices. Although such a method is ideal, it is extremely difficult to implement. Moreover, none of the natural language systems developed so far are mature enough to fulfill the above requirements (Joshi, 1991) .
Failure of the above two approaches leads to the conclusion that an intermediate method needs to be adopted. Such a method would encompass the advantages of natural language systems (viz. expressiveness) and menu-driven systems (viz. ease of use). One such method is to devise a specification language that is suitable for both indexing and inputting design specifications. While devising such a language for indexing, attention also must be given to representing mechanical design knowledge. The language would have a syntax that represents this knowledge in a (feature):(attribute) form. Due to the vast majority of jargons and terminologies used in design, one would expect to limit the vocabulary of the specification language. This makes the language grammar computable and thus the indexing problem manageable to solve. The arrangement of semantic primitives of the grammar could be done in a manner such that the language would be easy for the designer to understand and use. The mechanical design specification language (MDSL) is being developed with the above requirements in mind (Stelling, 1994) . For mechanical designers, MDSL is considered close to free-text language because it is almost the same language that designers use to communicate design specifications among themselves. The language uses the free-text format to input specifications to a CBD system with the exception of using keywords such as "goal," etc., as will be shown in the example in Section 6.1.
The implementation of MDSL grammar can be achieved by parsing the input specifications and extracting indices from them. These indices would be used further to retrieve a similar design case from a knowledge base. It is important that the parser not only recognize the syntax of the language, but it also should check the semantic constructs. An augmented transition network (ATN) parser would be needed to satisfy this requirement. Other issues also need to be considered during implementation. First is the issue of having the grammar expandable. The domain of mechanical design is large and complex. Designers' jargons and terminologies are vast. Thus, there might be a need for designers to expand the grammar and vocabulary to suit their needs. The second issue is making the grammar adaptable. The language needs to be generic enough that it is applicable to any area in the mechanical design domain. The last issue is making the implementation user friendly. The specification language by itself will be difficult to use for inputting design specifications. Learning the grammar and vocabulary of the language is not a trivial task for the designer. This difficulty can be overcome by having a graphical front end for the specification language. A graphical user interface (GUI) will help guide the designer through the language syntax. The designer also can modify the grammar or vocabulary graphically through pop-up and pull-down menus. This paper presents the implementation of MDSL as well as the development and implementation of a corresponding graphical user interface. The ATN parser of MDSL was implemented in Common Lisp and the graphical user interface was written using the Gold Hill Windows (1992) Toolkit on a PC platform. The following sections present the specification language details, the development, and the implementation of the user interface. Sample user interactions with the interface and screen dumps of the GUI are included.
OVERVIEW OF MDSL
Before presenting the implementation of the MDSL (Stelling, 1994 ) and the development of its related user interface, this section provides an overview of the language itself, its characteristics, and the rationale behind its development. The specification language should enable designers to state design problem specifications in a precise and accurate manner without being verbose. Another important consideration in the development of the language grammar is computability. Only a grammar that is computable can be parsed by standard parsing routines (Krule, 1991) . Ease of parsing is essential for extracting indices. Lastly, we need to consider the usability of the language. Making the language syntax and the language grammar more English-like would improve readability and thus the expressiveness of the designer.
Development of MDSL
Before developing the details of the MDSL language structure, we need to define and identify the kind of mechanical design knowledge we would like to represent. We then need to define and develop the representation scheme the language would use to represent the knowledge. The development of the language itself then would be a matter of mapping the representation scheme to a suitably chosen grammar.
Mechanical design knowledge
The mechanical design process is comprised of four stages: problem specifications, conceptual design, preliminary design, and detailed design, as shown in Figure 1 . Since casebased mechanical design helps the designer in the phases of conceptual design through detailed design, we need to extract information embodied in design problem specifications. The specification phase of a design involves clarification of tasks. The specification statements represent the objectives and goals the designed artifact should satisfy. Every statement has characteristic design knowledge embedded in it. Table 1 shows some sample design specifications with their characteristic information.
After studying numerous such design specifications, we attempt to characterize knowledge embodied in design specifications into the following groups (Ullman et al., 1987; Pahl & Beitz, 1988 (Bardasz, 1991 These characteristics are used as guidelines for developing MDSL grammar and lexicon. When solving a design problem, the designer decides and chooses the best group(s) that fit(s) the design specifications of a given problem. The designer then uses the language lexicon to input that knowledge to the CBD system. The example presented in Section 6.1 provides a better understanding of this point.
Desired characteristics of MDSL
After defining and identifying the knowledge in design specifications that we need to represent, we try to identify the desirable characteristics of the representation scheme that the MDSL would use. The scheme must be able to do the following:
• Express all knowledge deemed important for stating a design problem: We thus need to carefully study the mechanical design knowledge domain and make sure that all aspects relating to design specifications are covered by the representation scheme.
• Represent varying degrees of abstraction, from superficial design specifications to detailed design specifications: Specification statements could range from the abstract functional behavior of an artifact to a detailed physical requirement.
• Represent varying degrees of exactness, from numeric feature values of constraints to textual constraints: Specification statements could have exact numeric values of artifact features, or they could convey information about the property of a feature.
• Simple and easy to use: This implies minimizing semantic, syntactic, and lexical ambiguity.
• Computable: A representation scheme thus should blend into a computable grammar that can be parsed.
• Extendable: Since we cannot assume the existence of a finite set of characteristic features in the design domain, the representation scheme should be able to expand to accommodate new observed features.
Representation scheme and MDSL formalism
Design specifications typically are expressed as a set of statements made about objects and their properties. Objects refer to the artifact being designed, while properties are the characteristics of the artifact. Mechanical design specifications thus can be represented by the object-property relation in the form of object, feature, and its value. The value of a feature is also its attribute. Thus, (feature):(attribute) relation (Perkin, 1991) becomes the core formalism used to represent mechanical design specification knowledge in MDSL. These (feature):(attribute) relations are the syntactic primitives of MDSL (Stelling, 1994 
Language structure
A language is comprised of its grammar and its lexicon or vocabulary. The grammar of a language provides rules for the arrangement of its lexicon. Inherent with the language is its semantics. The semantics of a language give meaning to the lexicon arranged by the governing rules of grammar.
Language lexicon
The lexicon of a language constitutes its primitives. The primitives that make the lexicon of the English language are verbs, nouns, adjectives, etc. The syntactic primitives of MDSL are feature, action, state, text, numeric, etc. (Stelling, 1994) . Following is a description of the important syntactic primitives used by MDSL:
(super-feature): Divides specification statements into various categories of mechanical design taxonomy, e.g., (class), (goal), (specification), etc.
(action): Describes the action an object is undergoing. It usually refers to functions of mechanical elements or components, e.g., (transmit), (convert), (connect), etc.
(feature): Refers to the physical feature that an object exhibits. It is the most commonly used primitive in specification description, e.g., (volume), (material), (color), etc.
(text): Refers to the qualitative value a (feature) might possess. It has a wide range of values, e.g., (linear), (high), (thin), (before), (while), (porous), etc.
(numeric): Refers to the quantitative value a (feature) might have. Its value is a number, e.g., (2), (3.14), etc.
(algebraic): Consists of a subset of standard boolean operators, e.g., (greater_than), (less_than), (equal_to), etc.
(units): Describes the unit values of numeric quantities, e.g., (m/sec), (lb/sq inch), (hours), etc.
Language grammar
The syntax of a language is defined by its grammar. Grammar rules govern the arrangements of its lexicon. An important consideration in selecting a grammar is computability. Chomsky (1958) The grammars are arranged in the order of increasing complexity (decreasingly restrictive). Phrase structure grammars, while being extremely powerful, are difficult to parse. Finite-state grammars, on the other hand, require minimal look-ahead during parsing but have little expressive power. Type 2 grammars require little look-ahead during parsing. They also lend themselves more easily in the process of grammar construction. Context-free grammar (used for most programming languages) (Parikh, 1966 ) is most suitable for our requirement and is thus chosen for MDSL. The complete MDSL grammar is presented in Stelling (1994) .
Language semantics
A sentence can convey a meaning only after an appropriate arrangement of its syntactic primitives (King, 1983) . Grammar rules alone are not sufficient for any sentence to convey a meaning. Since MDSL utilizes syntactic primitives chosen from mechanical design specification knowledge, the interpretation of a sentence expressed in MDSL is meaningful and unambiguous.
Examples
Typical input specifications for a CBD system are through a fill-in form or menu-based approach, and indexing is done by matching flat strings. For example, a user interface in Dejavu (Bardasz & Zeid, 1993) The uppercased words on the left side are predetermined features, while the user input is on the right side. We thus can see that the designer inputs attributes for predetermined feature sets, which then are used for indexing. MDSL replaces these feature attribute pairs with statements made in case language. This is possible due to the fact that the core formalism of MDSL is based on a (feature):(attribute) relationship. The above input example can be replaced by an MDSL sentence as follows:
Goal > functional_description of a spur_gear is to transmit rotaryjnotion.
Specification S> physical_description of the spur_gear which is a product, pressure_angle = 20 deg and load is low.
As seen from this example, the user has a higher degree of freedom of expression. The input using MDSL is more meaningful and natural for the designer than the fill-in form approach.
DESIGN OF MDSL INTERFACE
With the overview of MDSL complete, we now turn our focus to its implementation and its user interface. This section discusses the design issues of its parser and its user interface.
Parser design
MDSL specification sentences input by the designer need to be verified for syntactic invalidities such as ungrammatical constructs, spelling mistakes, etc. These factors should be taken into consideration while developing a parser. Also, a grammatically correct sentence need not be a semantically valid sentence. Hence, a semantic check needs to be performed by the parser.
The parser itself needs to be independent from the MDSL grammar. This is important so that the grammar production rules as well as MDSL vocabulary can be expanded or modified by the user without affecting the parser.
User interface design
Given an MDSL and a parser, we should not expect the designer to interact with the MDSL directly. It would be a difficult task for the designer to learn the MDSL syntax and vocabulary. Moreover, it would restrict the designer's expressiveness. Hence we propose a GUI to help guide the designer through the language for inputting specifications. In designing the GUI, we need to consider the needs of the designer who is the end user of the interface as well as the input requirements of the CBD system for which the interface will be used.
The GUI should be user friendly and should help the designer in every step of specification input, so that the input sentences are grammatically correct. It should point out syntactic or semantic errors, if any. The GUI also should help the designer in expanding and modifying the MDSL grammar rules to suit the designer's domain. This guidance will be very helpful initially to a novice designer until he or she becomes familiar with the MDSL syntax.
It is important that the implementation of the GUI be independent from the implementation of the parser. This would facilitate modification of one without greatly affecting the other.
Another important design consideration is that the design of the GUI architecture should be isolated from the architecture of the CBD system. Thus, changes made to the CBD system would be transparent to the MDSL user interface, and vise versa. The role of the MDSL interface is only to provide indices, while the role of a CBD system is to use these indices for storing and retrieving design cases.
Interface architecture
Considering the issue of independence from the CBD system architecture, the interface architecture can be thought 21 of conceptually as a layer over the CBD system. This layer resides between the designer and the CBD system, as shown in Figure 2 .
Considering the issue of independence of an MDSL parser from the GUI, the MDSL interface itself is comprised of two layers, as shown in Figure 3 . The upper layer is the graphical user interface. This is the layer that the designer interacts with to input design specifications. It hides the complexity of the language syntax from the designer, thus making the interface to the CBD system user friendly. It guides the user step by step in forming MDSL sentences. The lower layer is the MDSL parser. This layer acquires the specification sentences from the upper layer, parses them, and generates indices, which are passed on to the CBD system to store or retrieve design cases.
The complete architectural details of the MDSL interface (parser and GUI) are shown in Figure 4 . The designer interacts with the GUI to input design specifications in a menu-driven approach. The MDSL parser refers to the grammar rules and vocabulary for parsing the specification sentences. It also refers to a spell checker, to pick out misspelled words. The user has the ability to extend the vocabulary of MDSL or create/modify the MDSL grammar rules to suit a specific domain. The GUI helps guide the user in this task. A grammatically correct sentence then is checked for semantic validity. Corrections, if any, are given as feedback to the user through the GUI. Upon successful parse of the designer's specification sentence, indices are generated by the parser and the designer is notified.
DEVELOPMENT OF MDSL INTERFACE
The successful implementation of an MDSL interface architecture shown in Figure 4 requires the choice of an appropriate type of parser and a GUI approach. The choice of the parser can be accomplished by weighing the advantages and disadvantages of available types of parsers. The GUI approach is influenced by the chosen type of parser.
Choosing a parser
A parser is a computer program that reads an input sentence and determines whether the sentence adheres to the grammar rules and whether it is unambiguous. Most of these approaches can be characterized by the relative significance the parser assigns to syntax versus semantics while parsing.
Syntax approach
In syntactic approach to parsing, the sentence is parsed based solely on the syntax of the language. Semantic considerations, if any, are dealt with later (Lewis, 1968) . The advantage of this approach is that the language can exhibit a variety of syntactic constructs, thus giving more flexibility in formulating these constructs. By separating syntax from semantics, the language developer is free to incorporate any form of syntactic constructs. Furthermore, adding new words to the dictionary does not require adding new rules.
There are some disadvantages to this approach, however. The first is the limitation to handle ambiguity. This problem is more evident when processing natural languages, where syntax constructs are almost unlimited. Second, some syntactic constructs may not be parsed at all based purely on syntax knowledge. This is a typical problem in natural language parsing. MDSL has a relatively small grammar and simple syntactic constructs compared to natural languages. Hence, both of these problems are not a major concern in the case of an MDSL.
Syntactic parsers could be top-down, bottom-up, depthfirst, or breadth-first types of parsers, or a combination of these (Roeck, 1983) . Chart parsers (Kaplan, 1973; Kay, 1980) are bottom-up, breadth-first search parsers. They are suited for handling problems in natural language parsing like partial parsers and ellipses. The disadvantage of chart parsers is complexity of implementation.
A recursive transition network parser (RTN) is a topdown, depth-first parser. RTN parsers are purely syntactic parsers. The semantic processing is implicit and is left up to the syntactic rules. These parsers thus are not implemented for practical applications. The implicit processing in RTNs becomes explicit when we add extensions to RTN networks, transforming them into augmented transition networks (ATNs).
In ATNs, explicit semantic checks are made while grammar rules are being processed, thus externally imposing context sensitivity. There is an enormous flexibility in defining the conditions that make up these semantic checks, giving extensive possibilities for optimization and tight control over details of parsing. ATNs (Woods, 1970) are ideally suited for parsing small languages, where grammar rules and vocabulary are limited. These parsers also partially overcome the disadvantages of the syntactic approach. The deterministic parsing method (Marcus, 1980 ) is a bottom-up, data-driven technique, as opposed to ATNs, which are top-down, hypothesis-driven. These parsers do not backtrack like ATNs, but they rely on limited lookahead while parsing. They are more efficient in parsing complex grammars like that of the English language. The problem with these parsers is the complexity of formulating grammar rules and the rigidity in adding to or modifying these rules.
Semantics in parsing
Semantic grammars are popular techniques for constructing natural language interfaces for limited domains (Knuth, 1968) . Semantic grammars are a set of context-free rewrite rules in which nonterminal categories are domain-dependent, unlike traditional syntactic categories. In developing natural language systems for limited domains where extension is not a major factor, semantic grammars are very efficient in capturing the meaning of a sentence in a single parse. The disadvantage of this approach is the lack of flexibility in developing grammar rules and the rigidity in expanding or modifying these rules.
Reisbach's (1975) nonsyntactic analyzer, built on a conceptual dependency structure (Shank, 1972) , parses from left to right. Each word in the lexicon has processing rules (requests); thus, each word is tested for disambiguity using these rules.
Case-frame parsing is another technique associated with Shank's theory of conceptual dependency. It borrows the notion of case grammars (Fillimore, 1968) and frame-based representation. Case-frame parsing is also heavily oriented toward semantic considerations. Parsing is done through matching cases and filling slots. An advantage of this technique is the ability to parse ungrammatical but meaningful sentences, or even terse expressions.
Although all of the semantic parsing techniques are advantageous over syntactic parsing in capturing the meanings of sentences, the major disadvantage is the complexity encountered during implementation. 
Parser for MDSL
After a careful study of all of the parsing techniques, it is concluded that the ATN parser best meets the MDSL needs. For an MDSL interface, the primary goal is to extract indices from design specification sentences, as opposed to implementing a natural language interface. Clearly, the complexity involved in deploying a semantic parser is beyond our present requirement, although the possibility of incorporating such a capability cannot be ruled out. For now, a parser that understands MDSL syntax and produces the desired result is satisfactory. We also need the flexibility of expanding or modifying MDSL grammar in the future. We thus need a suitable syntactic parser. MDSL is much smaller and simpler than a natural language such as English. An ATN parser is ideal for handling MDSL sentences. ATN parsers are not only easy to implement, but they also provide the capability of recognizing semantics. There is thus no need to build separate syntactic structures, and semantic checking can be embodied directly in the grammar, with the result that only semantically wellformed input is parsed. An ATN parser thus can be seen to be the most suited for MDSL.
Choosing a GUI
The purpose of a GUI is to simplify the designer's interaction with the MDSL. While choosing the GUI, we need to bear in mind two influencing factors. First is the parser capabilities we intend to implement. The GUI is front end to the MDSL parser and thus the MDSL parser's abilities greatly affect the GUI choice. The second influencing factor is the designer, who is the final user of the interface. We need to understand the designer's needs while he or she is interacting with the MDSL. We first look at GUI approaches before we adopt a particular approach.
GUI approaches
GUIs can be constructed in an infinite number of ways. There is no standard GUI design for a particular application. GUI design is based on the context for which it is to be used. There are, though, some generic features that can be used in any GUI. Menus, such as pull-down, pop-up, or fill-in form, are used primarily for user input. Text messages are used primarily for GUI output. Charts and graphs are used to indicate some measures such as system performance, growth, etc. Colors and sound (beeps) are used for highlighting, issuing warnings, etc. Icons are used to indicate the use of features or menus. Multiple windowing design is used for context switching between single or multiple applications (Mayhew, 1992) . It is the intelligent use of these generic features that constitutes a good GUI.
GUI for MDSL interface
A case-language interface for a CBD system is a very unique kind of application for designing a GUI. Although there have been attempts to develop natural language interfaces for querying relational databases (Hendrix et al., 1978) or other applications, a GUI to assist a language interface is very uncommon.
An MDSL GUI uses pull-down/pop-up menus with a long type-in field. The advantage of this GUI is twofold. First, it provides the designer with maximum flexibility of expression. Second, it provides the designer with the option of either using a "help" facility to form MDSL sentences or skipping this facility altogether once the designer becomes proficient in forming MDSL sentences.
An MDSL GUI also allows the designer to extend both MDSL vocabulary and grammar. MDSL lexicon would grow as the designer adds new words and new grammar rules. The GUI guides in constructing new syntax rules graphically. This forces the designer to learn new methodology in conveying mechanical design specifications. This may be beneficial, since it forces the designer to adhere to a logical and coherently structured method for representing design specifications. Furthermore, the ability to access mechanical design specifications from a graphical point of view might enhance the ability of novice designers to understand how experts specify problems (Singh, 1990 ).
An MDSL parser uses explicit semantic rules to relate syntactic categories. These semantic rules are essential to validate the semantics of MDSL specifications. These rules also could be modified or expanded through the use of a GUI.
The implementation of the GUI is based solely on the implementation of an MDSL parser. All of the menus provided by the GUI provide call-back functions to the MDSL parser. Thus, the choice of an MDSL parser strongly influences the choice of the GUI.
IMPLEMENTATION OF MDSL INTERFACE
The implementation of an MDSL interface is a two-phase process. First, we need to implement the backbone of the interface, i.e., the MDSL parser. We then need to build a GUI on top of the MDSL parser.
Implementation of MDSL parser
Among the choices of computer languages used to implement the ATN parser, LISP is the most eligible candidate. LISP is a high-level language in which we can directly express operations on symbols (e.g., words, strings) and structures (e.g., lists, trees, graphs) without having to worry about how these high-level objects are actually represented in the computer. Linguistic objects often are described by recursive date structures, and operations on these data structures are naturally expressed as recursive algorithms. LISP best supports recursion.
We now consider the important issues in MDSL parser implementation such as computability of MDSL grammar and development of the parser code. The following parser development is based on the ATN parser by Gazdar and Mellish (1989) .
Computability of MDSL grammar
To develop an ATN parser for MDSL, we need a network representation of MDSL grammar in a computable format. A portion of an MDSL in Bacus Normal Form (BNF) is shown in Figure 5 . We can have a better understanding of the grammar shown in Figure 5 if we represent the grammar graphically as a series of states connected by arcs in the form of a transition network as shown in Figure 6 . Each network description has the following three components:
1. Name of the network, e.g., SUPER_ATTR, etc. Each of the subnetworks (e.g., FUNCT_FEAT) describes the details of the top-level network (e.g., SUPER_ATTR). All of these networks put together describe the complete MDSL grammar. The concept of including a subnetwork in a network gives rise to recursion in the program. The purpose of representing grammar as a network is that we can write computer programs for general network traversal (i.e., parser program) without worrying about the exact details of the network. This will make the parser code independent of the details of the network. MDSL grammar represented by the network thus can be modified or expanded without changing the code to traverse the network.
Before we start writing general network traversal programs, we need to consider how we are going to represent the transition network as a LISP data structure. This can be done by writing list structures of the network in terms of initial state, final state, and arc descriptors. For example, the network for SUPER_ATTR in the above example can be written in LISP as: This data structure representation of MDSL grammar is stored in a file called "mdsLgrammar.lsp." We also need to represent MDSL lexicon in LISP. From the transition network shown in Figure 6 , we observe that the items in uppercase letters represent nonterminals that can be described further in terms of a subnetwork (e.g., FUNCT_ATTR in Figure 6 .). The items in lowercase letters represent the terminals that take specific values in specification sentences. For example, the terminal "action" can take the values "rotate," "translate," "revolve," etc. The terminals along with the values that they can take comprise the MDSL lexicon, and can be represented in LISP as an association list. This list can be accessed by a global variable "abbreviation" as follows:
(setq abbreviations '((action rotate translate revolve) (feature material color height location diameter length temperature))).
The complete MDSL lexicon is stored in a file called "mdsl_lexicon.lsp."
Coding of MDSL parser
The parser is the program that traverses the transition network. The network is in form of an association list with the first two elements having "Initial" and "Final." We can access these network components by procedures such as:
(defun initial_nodes (net) (nth 1 (assoc 'Initial net))) (defun final_nodes (net) (nth 1 (assoc 'Final net))).
The transitions in the network are always in form (From (node) to (newnode) by (label)).
To extract the starting node, the destination node (newnode), and the label from this data structure, we have the procedure:
(defun transitions (net) (cddr net)) (defun trans_node (transition) (getf transition 'From)) (defun trans_newnode (transition) (getf transition 'to)) (defun transjabel (transition) (getf transition 'by)).
Traversing the network involves a mechanism to make a search for the correct path through the network considering all possible alternatives. As shown in Figure 6 , there could be more than one possible alternative at each state in a network and subnetwork. At any moment during traversal, the state of computation can be characterized by a node name, remaining of input strings and a push-down stack of positions. When we are traversing a network, we need to keep track of both the current state and the alternative states. We also should remember which network or subnetwork we currently are traversing. The parsing process involves a search through the network and subnetwork from the initial state to the final state, matching and consuming terminals in between as we proceed. The procedure also involves backtracking, when we make a wrong choice, and exploring alternative states.
We hence need to maintain a pool of alternative states. At each stage during traversal, one of the alternative states is selected and made as current. The next valid states from this state are worked out and added to the pool. Then another alternative is selected from the pool, and so on. We can describe this process in the form of an algorithm, as shown in Figure 7 . The next task in developing the parser is to "recognize" the network. The function "atn_recognize" [given a network, the node, and a tape (list of items)] will return "t" or "nil" according to whether or not the list is accepted by the network. The job of "atn_recognize" is to explore all possible ways of traversing the network.
For each transition, the function "atn_recognize_move" attempts to move the tape as desired by the label on the arcs. The function returns all possible new values of the tape. We also need to keep track of which network we are traversing. This can be done by the following two functions. The function "atn_recognize_pop" is applied to a node if the node is a final node in the network. If the stack is empty and the tape is also exhausted, then we have a successful finish. On the other hand, if the stack is not empty, "atn_recognize_ next" is called again. The function "atn_recognize_push" is applied if we are constructing a new state for each initial node in a subnetwork. When we emerge back from the subnetwork, we will continue with the original network. The complete ATN-based MDSL parser code is stored in the file "mdsLparser.lsp".
Utilities of MDSL parser
All of the above functions perform the primary task of traversing the grammar network. We now consider the details of the ATN parser that are utilized to perform specialized tasks such as semantic check and spell check.
Semantic Check. In ATNs, we add extra memory in which details of previous transitions can be stored and retrieved to supplement conditions on some later transitions. We add a set of registers to each level of the network along with some predefined functions for manipulating them. There is ample freedom in defining functions as conditions or actions while traversing a network. Thus, for example, each network could actually specify how each terminal in a category can be interpreted using conditional functions. There is one special register, called * (star), which holds the value we are currently considering. This enables a higher level network to deal with results of a lower level network. In LISP representation, in addition to the networks, we now have additional "register" statements that specify local registers that are to be used. (From 1 to 2 by PHY_FEAT t ((setq phy_feat star)))
(From 2 to 3 by weight t ((setq wt star)))))
We also need to introduce functions in the parser to access these tests and actions from various places in the network, as follows: Each state in the network thus has one more value: a value of a local register. Now the stack includes the values of registers as they were when that network was pushed on to the stack, and a record of any actions that have to be performed on the result of a subnetwork before the traversal in a higher network can be continued. The functions "dotests" and "doactions" are used to execute a set of tests and actions. These tests and actions can be used for semantic validation of MDSL specifications, and can be implemented as shown in following example. We know that the terminal (feature) can take the values "height", "location", "diameter", "length", "temperature", etc., while the terminal (units) can take the values "meter", "m/s", "degrees_F\ etc. However, we know that units "diameter" can be expressed only in "meter" or "inch". A sentence like, "The diameter of a shaft is 10 m/s", is semantically inappropriate, although it adheres to MDSL syntax and may be parsed. This semantic knowledge can be embedded in the ATN network. For example, the following "actions" set up a semantic checklist:
(PERTJTO) (From 0 to 1 by pace (setq pc_lst (cdr (assoc star checklst))) ((setq pc (list 'pace star))) and the following "test" checks the semantics:
(FEATURE_ATTR (From 0 to 1 by feature (if (member star pcjst) (setq fu_lst (cdr (assoc star checklst))) (progn (err) ()) ((setq feat star)))
The semantic knowledge can be stored in the form of an association list and accessed through a global variable "sem_check" in the file "mdsl_semantics.lsp".
Spell Checker. The MDSL parser may fail due to one or more words misspelled by the user. This parser provides a facility of checking spelling. The spell checker is invoked automatically when the parser fails. The input specification is passed to the spell checker in the file "mdsl_spell_check.lsp". The spell checker checks for the spellings of all of the words in the input sentence, comparing the spellings against the spellings of words in the MDSL lexicon file "mdsljexicon.lsp". Spelling mistakes, if any, are displayed as results.
Implementation of GUI
To construct a GUI we need to choose an appropriate software toolkit that we can use with LISP as a base language. Among the commercially available GUI software, we found Gold Hill LISP, which runs on MS Windows on PCs, to be the best commercial product to develop a GUI with LISP as the development language.
As discussed in the GUI design, we first construct a type-in field labeled "Input Specifications," as shown in Figure 8 , for the designer to input design specifications. The designer clicks on the "Entry Complete" button when he or she finishes entering the input. The input of the type-in field is passed through the GUI callback functions to the function "mdsl 'S input_spec," which is the top-level function. If the parse is successful, the results (indices generated) are shown in a pop-up "Result" window. If there are any spelling mistakes, these will be pointed out as errors in the "Results" window. If the designer needs help at any time while entering specifications, he or she clicks on the "Help" button. This action will cause a window to pop up showing the designer how the input may be completed. The buttons "Show Grammar," "Show Vocabulary," and "Show Semantic rules" will cause pop-up windows to display the MDSL grammar, lexicon, or semantic rules, respectively. Similarly, the buttons "Add grammar," "Add vocabulary," and "Add Seman- tic Rules" allow the designer to edit grammar, lexicon, and semantic rules. These actions simply allow the user to edit the files "mdsLgrammar.lsp," "mdsljexicon.lsp," or "mdsl_ sem-rules.lsp." The user thus can add rules to modify the MDSL grammar. Sample user interactions and screen dumps of the GUI we have built are shown in Figures 9 and 10. 
EXAMPLE
In this section, we demonstrate the capabilities of an MDSL interface. We illustrate with an example how an MDSL interface can be used to automatically generate semantically rich indices from mechanical design specification input. We also demonstrate the MDSL capabilities in handling incor- rect input such as ungrammatical constructs, semantically incorrect inputs, and other errors such as spelling mistakes.
Fuel gauge
Consider the example of partial specifications of a fuel gauge taken from Pahl and Beitz (1988 5. Life expectancy, durability: Life expectancy of container is about 5 years.
MDSL representation and index generation
The following lists a session with an MDSL interface to input the specifications of the fuel gauge. The statements in lowercase letters are the specification input by the designer to the parser of the MDSL interface. The statements in uppercase letters indicate the result of the parse, i.e., the indices generated in a (feature):(attribute) manner. These indices would be fed to the CBD system for storing and retrieving design cases.
Overall description > (mdsl-parse '(goal S> functional_description of a fuel_gauge which is an assembly which is to measure liquid_quantity < weight = 10)) (GOAL ((((PACE FUEL_GAUGE) (CONTEXT ASSEMBLY))) ((ACTION MEASURE) ((STATE LIQUID, QUANTITY))) (WEIGHT = 10)))
In this example, the (feature):(attribute) pairs are Note: The feature PACE indicates product, assembly, component, or environment. The feature WEIGHT indicates the specification importance. These indices in (feature): (attribute) format are used to store and retrieve design cases in memory. The following illustrates how the memory model of a CBD system would be enriched, if these indices were used for storage. Since storage and retrieval follow similar algorithms, these indices could also be used for case retrieval. For the specification input:
> (mdsl-parse '(specification » physical_description of the container volume > 20 liter and volume < 160 liter)) (SPECIFICATION (((PACE CONTAINER)) (((FEATURE VOLUME) (ATTRIBUTE (> 20 LITRE))) AND (((FEATURE VOLUME) (ATTRIBUTE ( < 160 LI-TRE)))))))
The memory representation after storing this result as indices is shown in Figure 11 . The next input specification is > (mdsl-parse '(specification > physical_description of the container material is steel or material is plastic)) Environment of Fuel_GaupŜ pecification Fig. 11 . Memory representation after storing first specification ("+" means "and").
SPECIFICATION (((PACE CONTAINER)) (((FEATURE MATERIAL) ((ATTRIBUTE STEEL))) OR ((((FEATURE MATERIAL) ((ATTRIBUTE PLAS-TIC)))))))
The memory representation after storing resultant indices of the second specification is shown in Figure 12 . As seen in the figure, the memory model grows and intends to capture the overall design of the artifact. It is up to the architect of the CBD system to efficiently represent and index the memory model for case storage and retrieval.
The specification input and generated indices for the rest of the above problem are as follows: iarity of the designer with MDSL syntax. In the present implementation, such errors result in no (NIL) output. This implementation needs to be developed further such that the MDSL interface can guide the designer in correct sentence formulation.
As can be seen from the fuel gauge example, the sentences in MDSL are English-like, easy to formulate, and more intuitive for the designer to input than the menu-based approach discussed previously. The indices generated are semantically rich in mechanical design knowledge. This approach for specification input thus can be seen to be very effective for the designer to use as well as for the CBD system toward case indexing and retrieval. The user interface presented in this paper will be connected to the DEJAVU CBD system (Bardasz, 1991) to evaluate and test its usability. While doing so, we will pipe the output through a post-processor to enhance the text output and hide the LISP syntax.
